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children themselves before they are committed to memory, and
the learning of a formula must be the end of a reasoning pro-
cess, not the start.
One need not enumerate examples of teaching where the re-
petition tendency may be used, for every teacher who has tried
to pilot a class through a syllabus knows them well enough.
Let one suffice. There is no method of obtaining speed and
accuracy hi arithmetic except continual drill in its various
operations. Dr Ballard, in his recent delightful book,1 pro-
fesses himself old-fashioned enough to believe that, however
'intelligent* the working of a sum may be, it is useless unless the
answer is correct: and here certainly he will get most people to
agree with him. The teacher of arithmetic, then, should drill
his pupils until they get right answers automatically; in doing
so he will find that success in mechanical sums is sufficient
achievement in self-assertion to justify their drudgery from the
point of view of the pupil. It is a mistake to suppose that ordi-
nary arithmetic need be continually disguised in 'interesting'^"
problems about apples, oranges, or elephants.
Further, the routine tendency affords ample justification for
order in school, if such justification is necessary, as perhaps it
is in these days of doctrines of * self-expression.' Every practical
teacher knows how much time and energy are saved by having
a settled procedure; and psychology tells him that his desire
for having things done decendy and in order is in accordance
with child-nature. Children themselves much prefer order to
disorder, and regard it as no hardship to be required to do
things in a relatively stereotyped fashion and as a matter of
course.
We may find here, if we care, an argument for that bug-
bear of the modernist in education, the time-table. Such a
time-honoured institution has its justification in the conserva-
tive side of child-nature and cannot therefore be wholly bad.
A time-table must not, of course, be allowed to cramp creative
and original work: the wise teacher will regard it as his servant,
not his master.
The main secret of effective discipline in school and class lies
1 Teaching th* Essentials of Arithmetic.

